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Abstract
The task of generating explanatory notes for
language learners is known as feedback com-
ment generation. Although various generation
techniques are available, little is known about
which methods are appropriate for this task.
Nagata (2019) demonstrates the effectiveness
of neural-retrieval-based methods in generat-
ing feedback comments for preposition use.
Retrieval-based methods have limitations in
that they can only output feedback comments
existing in a given training data. Furthermore,
feedback comments can be made on other
grammatical and writing items than preposi-
tion use, which is still unaddressed. To shed
light on these points, we investigate a wider
range of methods for generating many feed-
back comments in this study. Our close anal-
ysis of the type of task leads us to investigate
three different architectures for comment gen-
eration: (i) a neural-retrieval-based method as
a baseline, (ii) a pointer-generator-based gener-
ation method as a neural seq2seq method, (iii)
a retrieve-and-edit method, a hybrid of (i) and
(ii). Intuitively, the pointer-generator should
outperform neural-retrieval, and retrieve-and-
edit should perform best. However, in our ex-
periments, this expectation is completely over-
turned. We closely analyze the results to reveal
the major causes of these counter-intuitive re-
sults and report on our findings from the exper-
iments. 1

1 Introduction

Feedback comment generation is the task of gen-
erating explanatory notes for writing learning. An
example of a feedback comment would be:

(1) Target sentence: *We discussed about it.
Feedback comment: Since discuss is a tran-
sitive verb, about is not required.2

1Our source code is available at https://github.c
om/k-hanawa/fcg_emnlp2021

2Note that feedback comments are actually written in
Japanese but we show English translation for clarity in this
paper.

This type of feedback can assist the writer in deter-
mining why their writing was wrong and how to
fix it.

While datasets (Nagata, 2019; Nagata et al.,
2020; Pilan et al., 2020) for this task have be-
come available, very little is known about the feed-
back comment generation methods. Nagata (2019)
demonstrates deep neural network (DNN)-based re-
trieval methods are effective in generating feedback
comments for preposition use, which is almost the
only knowledge available. Recently, a wide variety
of DNN-based generation methods are available
and they can improve feedback comment genera-
tion performance significantly. Furthermore, Na-
gata (2019) focused on feedback comments for
preposition use. DNN-based retrieval methods
might not perform well on more general feedback
comments (Nagata et al., 2020; Pilan et al., 2020)
because they involve a wide range of writing items
and rules. More sophisticated methods will likely
perform better in such cases.

Given these contexts, we investigate feedback
comment generation methods for preposition and
general feedback comments in this study to demon-
strate promising steps in this task. The first prob-
lem we must address is deciding which methods
to investigate because several methods are avail-
able as mentioned above. Following the findings, a
retrieval-based method (which, will be referred to
as RETRIEVAL-BASED, hereafter) is naturally cho-
sen as a baseline method (Nagata, 2019). However,
RETRIEVAL-BASED is inflexible in that it can only
output feedback comments existing in a given train-
ing data. DNN-based generation (i.e., sequence-
to-sequence) methods demonstrate more flexible
generation. We choose the Pointer Generator Net-
work (See et al., 2017) as a simple DNN-based
generation representative, which will be referred
to as SIMPLE GENERATION, hereafter. It is an
encoder-decoder neural network with attention and
copy mechanisms. It is preferable to have a copy

https://github.com/k-hanawa/fcg_emnlp2021
https://github.com/k-hanawa/fcg_emnlp2021
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mechanism because feedback comments often cite
words from their target text. Furthermore, a hy-
brid of these two methods that edit retrieved ex-
amples by the pointer generator network, which
will be referred to as RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT, here-
after. RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT, which can benefit
from retrieval and DNN language generation, is
expected to perform better than generating feed-
back comments from scratch. To summarize, the-
oretically, performance order is expected to be
RETRIEVAL-BASED < SIMPLE GENERATION <
RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT.

However, our experiments show completely dif-
ferent performance orders in preposition and gen-
eral feedback comments: RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT

< RETRIEVAL-BASED < SIMPLE GENERATION

for the former whereas SIMPLE GENERATION <
RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT < RETRIEVAL-BASED for
the latter.

We investigate the generation results to reveal
the following four findings:

• RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT frequently makes un-
necessary edits (we will call this phenomenon
over-editing). The over-editing problem leads
to performance degradation that outweighs the
advantage of flexible generation.

• SIMPLE GENERATION outperforms others in
terms of preposition feedback comment gener-
ation but generates more mixed feedback com-
ments than the other two in terms of general
feedback comment generation, for reasons we
will discuss in Section 6.2.

• For these reasons, RETRIEVAL-BASED per-
forms the best in general feedback comments,
which implies that significant progress is re-
quired to improve in general feedback com-
ments by DNN-based generation methods.

• SIMPLE GENERATION and RETRIEVE-AND-
EDIT generate more feedback comments
that may mislead learners than RETRIEVAL-
BASED because of their flexibility.

Based on these analyses, we reach the following
conclusion.

• SIMPLE GENERATION performs best in a set-
ting with few variations of feedback com-
ments such as preposition feedback com-
ments.

• RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT is considered to be
promising for general feedback comment gen-
eration, but the over-editing problem prevents
it from performing properly.

• It will be necessary to develop a system that
makes it easier for users to select results, such
as confidence estimation.

2 Related Work

There has been little study on feedback comment
generation. Some researchers (Mccoy and Pen-
nington, 1996; Kakegawa et al., 2000; Nagata et al.,
2014) attempted to develop rule-based methods for
diagnosing errors in line with grammatical error de-
tection/correction. Typically, rule-based methods
parse input sentences and then apply rules to the
resulting parse to diagnose errors. However, they
encounter enormous difficulties in dealing with nu-
merous errors and maintaining a broad set of rules.
Lai and Chang (2019) proposed a template-based
method that identifies error types and generates
comments based on them.

Recently, datasets for research in feedback com-
ment generation have become available. Nagata
(2019) proposed a feedback comment generation
task with a dataset. Nagata et al. (2020) extended
the dataset to feedback comments in preposition
use and in general. Pilan et al. (2020) published a
dataset that included feedback comments on link-
ing word usage with error tags and learners’ revi-
sions.

Although datasets have become available, we
know little about DNN-based methods for feed-
back comment generation, which have been proven
to be effective in various natural language gener-
ation tasks (Shang et al., 2015; Rush et al., 2015;
Bahdanau et al., 2016; Yuan and Briscoe, 2016).
Nagata (2019) demonstrates that a neural-retrieval-
based method performs well although they can only
generate feedback comments existing in the train-
ing data. This implies that retrieve-and-edit-based
methods, such as those proposed by Hashimoto
et al. (2018), which are a natural extension of
retrieval-based methods, are likely to be effective
in this task.

Several variations on the retrieve-and-edit ap-
proach have been proposed. Weston et al. (2018);
Guu et al. (2018); Cao et al. (2018); Hossain et al.
(2020) retrieve a similar instance using a super-
ficial similarity of the entire input. In the feed-
back comment generation task, we must retrieve
an instance of similar errors, and it is inappropri-
ate to use superficial similarity because sentences
with the same error are often superficially differ-
ent. Hashimoto et al. (2018) proposed a method for
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training a retriever to embed the input sentence in
a task-specific manner. We use this model because
we should retrieve instances based on the semantic
similarity of the errors rather than the superficial
similarity.

3 Feedback Comment Generation: What
Kind of Task Is It?

3.1 Task Definition

We define the feedback comment generation task
based on the one proposed by Nagata (2019). The
task is to generate text that helps the writer (learner)
improve their writing skill given a sentence and an
error position (where to comment), which we will
refer to as an offset hereafter. Generally, it is a
remark about a grammatical error, but it can also
be about other things including discourse, organi-
zation, and content. In summary, the input is an
English sentence and an offset. The output is a
feedback comment corresponding to its offset.

3.2 Task Properties and Promising
Approaches

The feedback comment generation task has proper-
ties similar to a classifier problem; there are multi-
ple instances with the same error type (i.e., class).
Take the following as examples.

(2) Target sentence: *We reached to the station.
Feedback comment: Since the verb reach
is a transitive verb, the preposition to is
not required.

(3) Target sentence: *I reached to New York.
Feedback comment: reach is a transitive
verb. It does not need a preposition before
the object.

Both examples belong to the same error type (using
a preposition after a transitive verb). These com-
ments are superficially different, but their contents
are similar and interchangeable.

Given these properties, a promising approach is
to solve it as a classification problem according
to error types. However, the error types are not
specified explicitly. Then, the RETRIEVAL-BASED,
which retrieves instances to the input, would be use-
ful because it does not require an explicit definition
of error types.

However, retrieving similar instances is insuffi-
cient. Consider the following example.

(4) Target sentence: *I approach to the goal.
Feedback comment: approach is a transi-
tive verb. It does not need a preposition
before the object.

Example (4) falls into the same error type as Exam-
ples (2) and (3), but Example (4) uses the verb
“approach” instead of “reach.” Therefore, Ex-
ample (3) is incorrect as feedback comment for
Example (4). To deal with this inflexibility of
RETRIEVAL-BASED, SIMPLE GENERATION, which
is a DNN-based generation method, is considered
more promising. As shown in the previous exam-
ples, words in the input sentence often appear in
the feedback comment (e.g., approach and to in
Example (4)). Therefore, it is desirable for feed-
back comment generation methods to be capable of
copying words from an input text to its prediction.
Therefore, we use a pointer-generator network (See
et al., 2017) as our encoder-decoder.

Furthermore, RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT, which edits
retrieved examples, is considered most promising.
In Example (3), replacing reach with approach
makes it a correct feedback comment. As in this
example, it is expected that editing the retrieval
example will be easier than generating a feedback
comment from scratch.

In summary, this study compares the three meth-
ods: RETRIEVAL-BASED, SIMPLE GENERATION,
and RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT. The next section de-
scribes these three methods in detail.

4 Methods to Explore

In this section, we describe the three feedback com-
ment generation methods in detail. RETRIEVAL-
BASED uses an architecture similar to that of SIM-
PLE GENERATION as a retriever. Therefore, we ex-
plain SIMPLE GENERATION, RETRIEVAL-BASED,
and RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT in this order. In Ap-
pendix A, we show the diagrams of these three
methods.

4.1 Notation

We will use the following notation throughout this
study. We will denote a target English sentence, its
length (the number of words), and i-th word by S,
N , and wi, respectively. Namely, S = w1, . . . , wN .
We will denote an offset by o. We will also denote
the input and output by x and y, respectively. Note
that x consists of a pair of S and o and that y
corresponds to its feedback comment (consisting of
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a sequence of words). For example, the underlined
error:

(5) Target sentence: *We approached to the goal.
Feedback comment: Since the verb ap-
proach is a transitive verb, the preposition
to is not required.

would give S = “We approached · · · goal .” with
N = 6 and o = 3.

Furthermore, the symbols x′ and y′ will be used
to denote a retrieved instance (a sentence and an off-
set) and its feedback comment, respectively. These
symbols will be used in RETRIEVAL-BASED and
RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT. Furthermore, we will use
ŷ to denote a generated (predicted) feedback com-
ment.

The hidden vector of the word wi will be denoted
by hi, which is typically obtained by an encoder
from S and position i. The context vector of x will
be denoted by c.

4.2 SIMPLE GENERATION

We use a standard encoder-decoder model In a
SIMPLE GENERATION, which has been proven to
be effective in various natural language genera-
tion tasks including translation (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016) and
grammatical error correction (Yuan and Briscoe,
2016; Napoles and Callison-Burch, 2017; Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018). It generates a feedback
comment by (i) encoding the input x with its con-
text into c(= ho) and (ii) predicting the feedback
comment ŷ from c with attention and copy mecha-
nisms.

As discussed in Section 3, we use the pointer-
generator network (See et al., 2017) as our encoder-
decoder model. It generates words through the gen-
erator while also copying words from the source
sentence; for each decoder time step, it controls
generation and copying based on the values of the
generation probability pgen and the copying proba-
bility, which is simply the attention distribution.

In our task, it is necessary to include the informa-
tion about the offset o in context vector c. Specif-
ically, a Bi-LSTM encodes each word wi in the
target sentence S into hi by a Bi-LSTM. Then, the
o-th state ho is chosen as the context vector c. It is
set as the initial state of the decoder, which is an-
other Bi-LSTM. Therefore, SIMPLE GENERATION

learns to obtain c from x, as well as predict y from
c.

Training of the network is done in a standard
manner. Namely, the pointer generator-network is
trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss.

4.3 RETRIEVAL-BASED

RETRIEVAL-BASED first retrieves the most similar
instance x′ to x from the training data with its cor-
responding feedback comment y′. It then outputs
y′ as its prediction (i.e., ŷ). The cosine similarity
between the corresponding context vectors c′ and
c is used to measure the similarity between the two
instances x′ and x. To encode x to c, which acts as
a retriever in this method, nearly the same network
architecture as in SIMPLE GENERATION is used.
The only difference is that this network lacks the
attention mechanism so all information about x is
encoded into c.

Using this network, all instances in the training
data are converted into context vectors in the same
manner as described in Subsection 4.2. Note that in
the training phase, x and y are provided, and thus
they can be used to obtain their context vectors.
However, in the test phase, only x is available, and
the context vector c is obtained through generation
(prediction) of ŷ.

4.4 RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT

RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT follows the method pro-
posed by Hashimoto et al. (2018). It includes SIM-
PLE GENERATION and RETRIEVE-AND-EDITṪhe
two components are implemented by two indepen-
dent networks called retriever and editor. The
same network as RETRIEVAL-BASED is used as a
retriever. Additionally, nearly the same architecture
as in SIMPLE GENERATION is adopted as the edi-
tor, which is the pointer-generator network.3 One
significant difference is that the network consid-
ers retrieved instances. Because x′ and y′, which
are obtained by the retriever, are available together
with the target sentence x, the network accepts
the triple as its input. This is simply done by (i)
encoding x′, y′, and x into three context vectors
and (ii) concatenating the three vectors into one,
and (iii) setting it to the initial of the decoder (of
the pointer-generator). To be precise, x, x′ and
y′ are encoded into three context vectors by three
different Bi-LSTMs; x′ and x are encoded into c′

and c, respectively, in the same manner as SIMPLE

3There are several possible architectures for the editor, but
we found that the one using the pointer-generator network had
the best performance in a pilot study. Therefore, we use it in
this paper.
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GENERATION. However, the context vector of the
retrieved feedback comment y′ is the final state of
its Bi-LSTM.

Note that the editor has one attention mechanism.
This means that attention is calculated over x, x′,
and y′ simultaneously to give an attention weight
to each word of x, x′, and y′. Therefore, the editor
can generate a feedback comment considering x,
x′, and y′ and can copy any word anywhere from
the three.

The two networks (retriever and editor) are
trained independently, in the same manner de-
scribed above. During training, the retriever ex-
tracts the most similar instance from the training
data, excluding itself.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Settings

We used the dataset (Nagata et al., 2020)4 with
additional data. It consisted of learner essays man-
ually annotated with feedback comments in general
(GENERAL) and those on preposition use (PREP).
The essays were excerpts from ICNALE (Ishikawa,
2013), with essay topics were either (a) It is im-
portant for college students to have a part-time job.
or (b) Smoking should be completely banned at
all the restaurants in the country., which hereafter
will be referred to as PTJ and SMK, respectively.
The number of data for training, development, and
testing is shown in Table 1.

We implemented the three methods using the
dataset for PTJ and SMK separately. The settings
are shown in Appendix. B

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

A professional annotator, who had English teaching
experience for three years, manually evaluated the
results. The annotator labeled each generated feed-
back comment as appropriate, partially appropri-
ate, or inappropriate; partially appropriate refers
to the case that a generation result would become
appropriate if part of it were edited. Specifically,
we set the following two conditions: (1) the type of
error is correctly identified, and (2) replacing a few
words makes it appropriate. Consider the following
example:

(6) *Most of the people think so.
When referring simply to general students,

4https://www.gsk.or.jp/en/catalog/gsk
2019-b

you should use most as an adjective
rather than a noun.

In Example (6), the feedback comment is partially
appropriate because (1) the type of error (most is
mistaken for most of ) is correctly identified, and
(2) replacing students with people makes it appro-
priate.

We measured performance by accuracy. We de-
fined accuracy by the number of appropriate gener-
ation results divided by the total number of genera-
tion results, which will be referred to as a STRICT

setting. Similarly, we defined RELAXED accuracy
by the number of appropriate AND partially ap-
propriate generation results divided by the total
number of generation results.

5.3 Results
Table 2 shows the performance of the three meth-
ods. Contrary to our expectation, Table 2 reveals
that the performance ordering in all PREP settings
is RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT < RETRIEVAL-BASED <
SIMPLE GENERATION. However, the performance
order is SIMPLE GENERATION < RETRIEVE-AND-
EDIT < RETRIEVAL-BASED in all GENERAL set-
tings.

RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT, which edits the results
of RETRIEVAL-BASED, performs worse than
RETRIEVAL-BASED in each setting. This means
that a correct feedback comment is often changed
to incorrect by editing. Section 6.1 discusses the
reasons for this.

Furthermore, SIMPLE GENERATION, which per-
forms best in PREP, performs worst in GENERAL.
Section 6.2 discusses why the counter-intuitive re-
sult occurs.

6 Discussion

6.1 Why Does Not Retrieve-and-edit Work
Well?

6.1.1 The Problem: Over-editing
The generation results reveal that RETRIEVE-AND-
EDIT is imposed to learn unnecessary edits in train-
ing. Ideally, it would only have to edit a few rele-
vant words in the retrieved instance. In reality, how-
ever, it edits unnecessary words and phrases even
when the retriever finds a similar instance. This is
because superficially different feedback comments
are given to the same error type as shown in the
following:

(7) · · · *I disagree to have part-time job · · ·
The verb disagree is not usually followed

https://www.gsk.or.jp/en/catalog/gsk2019-b
https://www.gsk.or.jp/en/catalog/gsk2019-b
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PREP GENERAL
PTJ SMK PTJ SMK

# sent # com # sent # com # sent # com # sent # com

Train 12163 2439 12312 2341 18251 11510 19957 11792
Dev. 1129 245 1160 230 1315 848 1413 837
Test 1042 224 1023 214 1304 833 1328 772

Table 1: Statistics on the dataset. #sent and # com denote the number of sentences and comments, respectively

PREP GENERAL
PTJ SMK PTJ SMK

Strict Relaxed Strict Relaxed Strict Relaxed Strict Relaxed

SIMPLE GENERATION 0.408 0.454 0.460 0.512 0.192 0.244 0.196 0.224
RETRIEVAL-BASED 0.321 0.367 0.370 0.441 0.276 0.360 0.296 0.380
RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT 0.289 0.339 0.341 0.408 0.236 0.300 0.212 0.264

Table 2: Generation performance in accuracy.

by a to-infinitive phrase, so use the prepo-
sition ‘with’ and a gerund.

(8) *I don’t disagree to have a part-time job · · ·
A to-infinitive does not normally follow the
verb disagree. Use the structure preposi-
tion + gerund instead.

The two refer to the same rule about disagree
to, but are superficially very different. Because
feedback comments are written manually in natu-
ral language, superficial variations are inevitable;
however, this situation differs in source code
generation, where the original RETRIEVE-AND-
EDIT (Hashimoto et al., 2018) is proposed. There-
fore, RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT must learn unnecessary
editing such as in the feedback comment (7) from
(8) in training and vice versa even though it would
be enough to output the retrieved one as it is. We
visualize the generation and copying probabilities
in RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT to see the over-editing
problem in more detail. Some examples of the gen-
eration probabilities of the generated comments are
shown in Figure 1. The larger the generation prob-
ability, the redder the word gets. Figure 1 shows
that most of the words are in a deep red, meaning
that they are not copied from the retrieved feed-
back comment, but generated from the vocabulary.
However, the editor ignores nearly all words in the
retrieved feedback comment. This is not editor’s
desired behavior at all.

6.1.2 Improvement of RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT

We analyzed what type of editing is required.
We focused on partially appropriate instances of
RETRIEVAL-BASED (i.e., instances that are incor-
rect in the STRICT setting but correct in the RE-
LAXED setting) because they can become appro-
priate with little editing. There were a total of 63
partially appropriate instances.

Our manual analysis reveals that there are two
major types of parts that should be edited: ex-
traction of English words and meaning of English
(translated into Japanese). Their examples and per-
centages are shown in Table 3. In the example of
extraction of English words in Table 3, must in the
retrieved instance must be replaced by can in the
input text. In the example of the meaning of En-
glish in Table 3, the Japanese translation of smokers
in the retrieved instance must be replaced by the
Japanese translation of restaurants. Note that some
instances require multiple types of rewriting, and
thus the sum of them does not equal 100%.

To deal with cases of “extraction of English
words,” the editor must learn the relationship be-
tween English words in the feedback comment and
input text. To build such an appropriate editor, we
must avoid the over-editing problem. To avoid over-
editing, we should give the editor with training ex-
amples in which only a few words are replaced.
One way to achieve this is to use the surface sim-
ilarity between the feedback comments. During
training, in addition to the similarity of the hidden
state (cosine similarity) used in RETRIEVE-AND-
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Target sentence Retrieved feedback comment Output of original retrieve-and-edit

…most of the 
restaurants in …

When most of follows a noun accompanied by the 
definite article the, it refers to a specific group. Use most
as an adjective rather than a noun when simply referring 
to smokers in general.

When most of follows a noun accompanied by the 
definite article the, it refers to a specific group. Use most
as an adjective rather than a noun when simply referring
to people in general.

… I only agree
students to have …

Use the verb agree in the structure <agree + for + 
someone + to-infinitive> to express ̀ `to agree for 
someone to do something''.

The preposition to is not appropriate to mean ̀ `to enter 
into’’ when the verb agree is used. Look up the verb 
agree in a dictionary to choose the appropriate 
preposition.

… should declare 
about area for …

Since the verb claim is a transitive verb, the object does 
not require a preposition.

Since the verb area is a transitive verb, the object does 
not require a preposition.

Figure 1: Visualization of generation and copying probabilities of RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT.

Parts that need to be edited Example of input Example of retrieval and appropriate rewriting Percentage

Extraction of English words Student can part
time job ...

The auxiliary verb “must can” be followed by
the original form of the verb

76%

Meaning of English words Some of restaurants
separate ...

When referring to general smokers restaurants,
use “some” as an adjective rather than a noun.

40%

Others ... health of smoker
and others.

The plural form is appropriate be-
cause it refers to general smokers.
Note that you then refer to it using “them”.

11%

Table 3: Examples of the results of RETRIEVAL-BASED and parts that must be rewritten, and their percentages.
Red text and strikeouts indicate proper editing. Note that the feedback comments are written in Japanese, but we
provide an English translation.

EDIT, the surface similarity between the feedback
comments can be considered. This enables us to
train the editor using examples with few superficial
differences.

However, for cases of “meaning of English
words”, avoiding over-editing is probably insuffi-
cient. In the example in Table 3, the Japanese word
“smokers” must be replaced with the Japanese word
“restaurants.” To achieve such a replacement, it is
necessary to understand the meaning of “smokers”
and “restaurants” in Japanese. External knowledge,
such as a dictionary containing information on
the meaning of English words/phrases is required.
Making these improvements are future work.

6.2 Why Does Performance of Simple
Generation Varies?

The generation results reveal that SIMPLE GENERA-
TION behaves differently in PREP and GENERAL.
It often generates feedback comments similar to
an existing training instance in PREP. However, it
often generates a mixture of two or more existing
feedback comments in GENERAL, which we call
mixed feedback comments). An example is:

(9) · · · *this activity is will not disturb their · · ·
Use an appropriate verb form in accor-

𝒙 Simple generation generates
comments similar to

Simple generation generates
comments, mixture of      and

𝒙

PREP GENERAL

Figure 2: Hypothetical Distributions of Encoded Target
Sentences in PREP and GENERAL; Data points are
more separated in the former than in the latter.

dance with its subject. Check if the verb
be is necessary.

The first sentence concerns the subject-verb agree-
ment while the second sentence points out the ex-
traneous be-verb. In GENERAL, mixed feedback
comments tend to appear more often.

This is hypothetically explained as follows. Note
first that sentences to be commented on are mapped
onto the hidden space by the encoder as shown in
Figure 2. In PREP, encoded target sentences are
sparse and well separated in the space whereas in
GENERAL they are denser, reflecting the fact that
there exist far more types of comments in GEN-
ERAL. Here, the encoded target sentence x is more
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(d) RETRIEVAL-BASED on
GENERAL

Figure 3: The number of the same feedback comments
in the training data. Horizontal axis: Number of the
same comments in the training data. Vertical axis: Fre-
quency in the test data.

likely to appear in the middle of several types of
comments as shown on the right-hand side of Fig-
ure 2. In such cases, the decoder inevitably tends
to generate a feedback comment corresponding to
several types.

We manually counted the number of mixed feed-
back comments generated by SIMPLE GENERA-
TION in PREP and GENERAL. We found that ap-
proximately 5% and 49% of the generation results
in PREP and GENERAL, respectively, were mixed
feedback comments, which confirm the above hy-
pothesis.

Then, why does SIMPLE GENERATION perform
best in PREP? One reason for this is the flexibility
of SIMPLE GENERATION. Of the instances that
RETRIEVAL-BASED fails to output correctly, 6% of
the total instances become correct after rewriting
a few words. These failures occur because the
training data contain no instances of the same error
type. However, SIMPLE GENERATION can deal
with such instances.

Another reason is that the SIMPLE GENERA-
TION prefers frequent feedback comments because
it learns the conditional generation probability of
feedback comments. When the model is unable to
distinguish between different types of comments,
it is a rational strategy to output more frequent
comments to increase the accuracy.

To confirm this, we examined how many feed-
back comments were nearly the same in the training
data. Because it is difficult to manually determine
whether the comments are the same or not, we
considered feedback comments to be the same if
the normalized Levenshtein distance is less than

PREP GENERAL
PTJ SMK PTJ SMK

SIMPLE GENERATION 0.083 0.066 0.064 0.036
RETRIEVAL-BASED 0.009 0.009 0.024 0.020
RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT 0.055 0.043 0.048 0.028

Table 4: Ratio of confusing false outputs.

0.1. The results are shown in Figure 3. Figures 3a
and 3c show that RETRIEVAL-BASED often outputs
feedback comments with a frequency of one in the
training data, whereas SIMPLE GENERATION of-
ten outputs comments with a frequency of two or
higher in PREP. This implies that a SIMPLE GEN-
ERATION is less likely to generate low-frequency
feedback comments, which may contribute to im-
proving the accuracy. However, Figures 3b and 3d
show that the same trend is not observed in GEN-
ERAL. For GENERAL, we can see that SIMPLE

GENERATION often generates comments that have
never appeared in the training data.

6.3 Confusing False Generations
Some false generations results are more critical
than others in terms of language learning; here, we
define such cases as confusing false generations
with the conditions: A feedback comment (i) con-
tradicts an existing (true) rule and (ii) describes a
plausible but wrong rule excluding cases that do
not apply to the target sentence. Consider the fol-
lowing two examples:

(10) *I disagree to you.
Since the verb disagree is a transitive
verb, the object does not require the
preposition to.

(11) *I disagrees to you.
Since a verb following an auxiliary should
be in base form, to is not necessary.

In Example (10), the feedback comment (i) con-
tradicts the true rule that the verb disagree is an
intransitive verb, and (ii) looks plausible. False
generations like this are likely to confuse learners
or make them acquire incorrect rules. Contrary to
this, in Example (11), although the feedback com-
ment states a true rule as it is, it does not apply to
the target sentence at all and thus the writer will
likely tell that there is something wrong with the
feedback comment. For this reason, these cases are
excluded from confusing false generations.

We manually counted the number of confus-
ing false generations. Table 4 shows the statis-
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tics on confusing false generations committed by
each method. Table 4 shows the confusing genera-
tion rate in SIMPLE GENERATION and RETRIEVE-
AND-EDIT are significantly larger than that in
RETRIEVAL-BASED. Because RETRIEVAL-BASED

is bound to output the retrieved instance, it will
most likely avoid outputting feedback comments
stating rules that do not exist. However, SIMPLE

GENERATION and RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT are much
flexible (RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT ignores nearly all
words in the retrieved feedback comment as dis-
cussed in Section 6.1), which leads to more confus-
ing false generations.

7 Future Direction

Based on the above findings, what direction should
we take in the future in the task of feedback com-
ment generation?

First, SIMPLE GENERATION is more effective
when the type of error is limited, such as PREP. The
limited scope of feedback comment is a common
situation in actual education. For example, students
are taught a specific grammatical item in a certain
lesson.

However, when there is insufficient data for
the type of error, as in the case of GENERAL,
RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT can be effective if it is be
improved. A better editor can be constructed by
modifying the learning strategy and using external
knowledge. If we can construct the proper editor,
it is expected to output correctly for the 63 par-
tially appropriate instances of RETRIEVAL-BASED

(Section 6.1).
In addition, the latest architectures, such as

BERT, can be used for the encoder and decoder.
Our pilot study indicates that BERT is effective as
an encoder, but it needs further investigation. We
leave this for future work.

Considering practical situations, it is not suffi-
cient to simply consider the accuracy alone. The
number of confusing outputs of SIMPLE GENER-
ATION and RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT increases more
than that of the RETRIEVAL-BASED model (Sec-
tion 6.3). When a learner receives the model’s
output as they are, the use of the generative model,
which generates relatively many confusing com-
ments, should be avoided. From another prac-
tical viewpoint, example-based methods, such
as RETRIEVAL-BASED and RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT,
have advantages that a SIMPLE GENERATION does
not have. For example, users can see the retrieved

instances, which makes it easier to select the out-
put. Furthermore, when the retrieved instances
are incorrect, the retrieved instances can be modi-
fied without retraining the model. These practical
points of view suggest that each method should be
used depending on the situation.

8 Conclusions

In this study, we investigated three feedback com-
ment generation methods. We showed counter-
intuitive results: (i) the performance of RETRIEVE-
AND-EDIT was lower than the RETRIEVAL-BASED

and (ii) the performance of the generation method
varied depending on the task. Furthermore, we
analyzed the causes of these results. Based on
these analyses, the future directions are summa-
rized as follows: (1) SIMPLE GENERATION is ef-
fective in a setting with few variations of feedback
comments such as PREP, (2) RETRIEVE-AND-EDIT

is expected to be promising for general feedback
comment generation by suppressing over-editing
and using external knowledge, (3) It will be nec-
essary to develop a system that makes it easier for
users to select the results, such as confidence esti-
mation.
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A Figures of Three Methods

Figure 4 shows the diagrams of each method.

B Hyperparameter

Setting of training We used a one-layer Bi-
LSTM with 300 hidden sizes in all the comment
generation methods. We used pre-trained word em-
beddings obtained from ICNALE (Ishikawa, 2013),
which was the original corpus of the feedback com-
ment dataset. We trained all methods for 50 epochs
using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
0.001. We repeated the training five times with
different seeds and adopted the one with the maxi-
mum BLEU in the development set.

Hyperparameter search We did a hyperparam-
eter search regarding LSTM hidden sizes and train-
ing epochs. Specifically, 300, 400, 800, and 1600
for the hidden size and 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 150,
and 200 training epochs. We adopted the ones that
maximized BLEU in the validation set.
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(a) Simple generation (b) Retrieval-based

(c) Retrieve-and-edit

Figure 4: Overview of the three methods compared in this paper.


